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The issue of cargo liquefaction, as demonstrated by the recent loss 
of a bulk carrier is still very much a problem, especially for ships 
loading nickel ores from Indonesia and the Philippines. This article 
questions the stance of the regulatory bodies in respect of the 
issuance of the International Safety Management (ISM) Code’s Safety 
Management Certificates (SMCs) and the Documents of Compliance 
(DoC) for ships and operators respectively.

Whilst much of the world was celebrating the Christmas holidays,  
a handymax bulk carrier called the Vinalines Queen was taking on a 
twenty degree list in poor weather off the coast of the Philippines and 
sank. The 2006 built ship was laden with 54,000 mts of nickel ore 
loaded in Morowali, Indonesia bound for ports in China and had 23 
crew members onboard. Twenty-two crewmen perished and unless 
it can be proven otherwise (which is unlikely) the consensus appears 
to indicate that the ship foundered as a result of cargo liquefaction.

The Standard Club issued a comprehensive Standard Cargo on  
the matter of cargo liquefaction in February 2011. In this publication  
it was noted that a number of ships had already been reported 
previously as lost after loading similar bulk cargo. The guidance was 
clear and supported much of what had already been incorporated 
into the International Maritime Solid Bulk Cargoes (IMSBC) Code.  
The club also issued a Standard Safety article pointing out the 
dangers of carrying cargoes liable to liquefaction and emphasised 
the fact that certain countries, namely Indonesia, China, the 
Philippines, India, Brazil, Ukraine and Venezuela continue to ship 
cargoes that are precarious. The dangers include misrepresenting 
the cargo in the cargo declarations and purporting it to be safe, 
giving erroneous cargo descriptions and providing false flow moisture 
and transportable moisture limits. Laboratory results are sometimes 
falsified, surveyors are impeded from monitoring cargo operations 

and are stopped from attending the ship by various means including 
physical threats, which prevents them from carrying out their tasks.  
In some of these countries, it is evident that the local authorities are 
also playing a role in allowing these practices to continue and that 
their central governments are not addressing the issue.

Seafarers being lost at sea is not an acceptable price to pay for 
shipping unsafe nickel ore cargoes from Indonesia or the Philippines. 
As the IMO is apparently unable to prevent the practice of loading 
these unsafe cargoes, the shipping community must take the lead. 

This can be done in the first instance by ensuring that:

•	 bulk carrier crews are educated on the dangers of cargo 
liquefaction;

•	 masters are provided with proper instructions when loading bulk 
‘wet’ ore cargoes that are susceptible to liquefaction;

•	 commercial contracts take into account an accurate description 
of the cargo as per the IMSBC Code and provide the bulk cargo 
shipping name (BCSN); 

•	 commercial contracts take into account the explicit right of the 
owner to have an independent surveyor of choice available to the 
master at the commencement of loading. Such an independent 
surveyor is to have complete, unhindered access to the cargo 
and to cargo stock piles or barges. He should also be able to 
take samples unhindered and have them analysed as per the 
IMSBC Code. The Charterer is to assist with these activities.

As a result of these two recent incidents INTERCARGO have issued 
“Intercargo Guide for the Safe Loading of Nickel Ore”. 
http://www.intercargo.org/pdf_members/fs-nickelore%20final.pdf

Owners have a responsibility to ensure that their employees are safe 
and this means ensuring that the contracts which are negotiated with 
charterers are drafted to ensure that the cargo that is to be loaded 
is safe.

This also raises the question of how the companies owning the ships 
which have sunk due to cargo liquefaction have managed to be 
issued with a Document of Compliance (DoC) under the ISM Code, 
which requires the ship operator to identify all known risks. The risk 
for a bulk carrier carrying a bulk cargo liable to liquefaction is without 
doubt a risk that should be identified. The flag states that registered 
the ships that foundered have a statutory responsibility to ensure the 
DoC issued complies with the ISM Code. It is unlikely that these flags 
ensured that all risks were identified before issuing the DoC.

All bulk carrier companies, as part of their ISM Safety Management 
System, should have advice and procedures for masters loading and 
carrying bulk cargoes that are liable to liquefy.
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The information and commentary herein are not intended to amount to legal or 
technical advice to any person in general or about a specific case. every effort 
is made to make them accurate and up to date. However, no responsibility is 
assumed for their accuracy nor for the views or opinions expressed, nor for 
any consequence of or reliance on them. You are advised to seek specific 
legal or technical advice from your usual advisers about any specific matter.
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